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Il Buco Alimentari
& Vineria
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You might visit this
restaurant-market hybrid to
pick up a loaf of crusty
filone or house-cured
salumi, but on a scorching
day, you’ll be hard-pressed
to make it past the front
counter without ordering
one of the ethereally light
sorbetti. A standout on the
current menu combines
ripe passion fruit with the
Italian aperitif Campari.
You’ll taste the tropical
juiciness up front, but the
liquor’s bitter citrus
notes—drawn from myrtleleaved oranges—tempers
the sweetness and makes
this colorful scoop an ideal
palate cleanser. 53 Great
Jones St between Bowery
and Lafayette St (212-8372622). Single flavor $7.
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Frozen
treats
Combat the summer
heat with the season’s
latest ice creams, pops,
milk shakes and more.
By Sarah Bruning

Cathcart & Reddy

The team behind this innovative dessert outfit (née
DessertTruck Works) has devised another clever
creation to ease the sweltering temps. This petite
ice-cream sandwich update features the shop’s
signature honey-rosemary ice cream wedged in the
center of a macaron laced with more of the fragrant
herb. You’ll want extra napkins on hand—the
delicate shells can barely contain the two-biter’s
melty middle. 6 Clinton St between E Houston and
Stanton Sts (212-228-0701). $3.50.

The Treats Truck Stop

Desserts maven Kim Ima mashes up three
beloved treats in the sweet-freak canon for her
Mexican-chocolate brownie ice cream pie. To
create the Franken-confection, Ima first makes a
crust using her own crushed cocoa cookies. A
layer of Ronnybrook chocolate ice cream comes
next, followed by chunks of house-made,
cinnamon-kissed brownies and a topping of smallbatch vanilla ice cream. 521 Court St at 9th St,
Carroll Gardens, Brooklyn (718-330-0200). $4.25.

Je and Jo Comestibles

Cookie dough ice cream gets an artisanal upgrade
at the hands of veterinarian Jennifer Welser and
architect Jonathan Baker. The pair slings allnatural cups in dozens of combos, but this summer
you’ll want to sample the duo’s collaboration with
London Candy Company, featuring flavors such as
velvety banana fortified with English toffee
(reminiscent of the U.K.’s Banoffee pie). Available
at London Candy Company, 1442 Lexington Ave at
94th St (212-427-2129). $4.
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